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Data Sheet

The Balmoral Engineering ROTAMARKATM helps prevent collision of birds, low flying aircraft and equipment with overhead 
cables and wires by providing a 360 degree rotating visual warning. 

          (A)     (B)

Part No Table (A)

WM-CS-E-1H-RW ROTAMARKA™ Screw Clamp Eye Ring Red White 

WM-CS-E-1H-BW ROTAMARKA™ Screw Clamp Eye Ring Black White 

WM-CS-E-1H-BY ROTAMARKA™ Screw Clamp Eye Ring Black Yellow 

WM-CS-B-1H-RW ROTAMARKA™ Screw Clamp Bayonet Red White 

WM-CS-B-1H-BW ROTAMARKA™ Screw Clamp Bayonet Black White

WM-CS-B-1H-BY ROTAMARKA™ Screw Clamp Bayonet Black Yellow 

Dimensions Table (B)

        

Y X
Clamp Closes

To (A)
Clamp Opens

To (B)
Weight

309mm 335mm 2*mm 50*mm ~800g

Y = Drop from conductor when installed as depicted adjacent

                         

Materials Table (C)

Clamp, Body & Fins Nylon 6

Bearings Stainless Steel

Pins & Bushes Brass

Threaded Shaft Stainless Steel

Lock Nuts Brass + Stainless Steel

Reflectors Acrylic

                  

*Suitability of the conductor are subject to the engineering requirements of the asset owner
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Spacing

The general recommendation is to space the devices 10-30 metres apart or at a minimum of 1-2 Markers evenly spaced 
between towers or poles. However, please refer to our ROTAMARKATM  Instruction Sheet for more detailed information 
including guidance for different bird species and applications. This recommendation is subject to the requirements of The 
Asset owner and dependent on environmental conditions.

Ratings Table (D)

1
Recommended tightening 
torque

4Nm* 9 Snow and ice testing 
No adverse functional 
effect on unit, approx. 
40g additional load**

2
Clamp material tensile 
strength

136MPa*** 10

Wind Tunnel testing at a 
maximum of 108kph in 
accordance with 
standardised testing 
protocols

No adverse functional 
effect on unit

3 Coefficient of drag 1.11* 11
Surface area of fins in a 
single plane

42,926mm2

4

Line load (per unit)
At wind speed of 18kph
At wind speed of 36kph
At wind speed of 108kph

0.8N (82g)*
3.0N (306g)*
27.0N (2753g)*

12

RPM
At wind speed of 18kph
At wind speed of 36kph
At wind speed of 108kph

118*
222*
814*

5 Withstand voltage test 
Flash over occurred at an 
equivalent of 173kv Ø-Ø

13 Corona inception test 
Occurred at an equivalent
of 193kv Ø-Ø

6
Corrosion test AS 1247-
2004 (ISO 10289-1999)

Brass = 7
Stainless Steel = 9-10

14 Corona extinction test
Occurred at an equivalent
of 145kv Ø-Ø

7
Testing of clamp assembly
to 100°c

No adverse functional effect 
on unit

15
Ozone resistance of clamp 
assembly 1000 hour

No adverse functional 
effect on unit

8
Testing of clamp assembly
to -35°c

No adverse functional effect 
on unit

16
AS 3891.2 2018 
Clause 2.3.1 (d)

Compliant

*Results obtained at a leading Australian University using standardised indoor lab conditions.
**Testing performed in Hokkaido, Japan. Load inclusive of snow/ice build up on device fins per unit. 
***Results obtained from material data sheet and may vary depending on supplier.
The data herein is an indication of product capabilities in known predetermined lab conditions and actual outdoor environments may vary.
Where stated, “unit” refers to a ROTAMARKATM device.

Disclaimer: ROTAMARKA and BALMORAL ENGINEERING are trade marks owned by Balmoral Engineering Pty Ltd. The information in this document or product specification is believed to 
be correct as of the date of issue and is subject to change without notice. Results and output data in this data sheet are indicative of lab testing protocols and may vary in field applications or
environments. BALMORAL ENGINEERING makes no guarantees, expressed or implied as to the merchantability or fitness for purpose. The products are only to be used and installed by 
industry certified personnel. If applicable, maximum test speeds should be endured by the Products for a limited time period no greater than those described in the lab protocols. 
Performance of the device in extreme weather events or harsh environments is not warranted. If BALMORAL ENGINEERING sells any component of a product or kit, we make no  
representations or guarantees as to the serviceability of the actual product or kit into which the component is being added. Furthermore, it is recommended that any such addition to the kit is
done by BALMORAL ENGINEERING. In relation to the Balmoral Engineering ROTAMARKATM series of products, it should be noted that not all visual responses to the device are going to 
be similar or alike. As such, no guarantees can be given as to the Products effectiveness. Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and application of a product, some of which are 
within the user's knowledge and control, it is essential that the user evaluate the product to determine whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for the user's method of use or 
application. The purpose of this document is to provide a description of the product and/or guidance to the installation thereof. When installing Balmoral Engineering products, due 
consideration must be given to the user's training and practice methodologies including any requirements of the entity who owns the infrastructure onto which the BALMORL ENGINEERING
Product is being installed. This must take precedence over any guidance BALMORAL ENGINEERING may provide. Notwithstanding, that all the above guidelines are followed, the ultimate 
responsibility for installing and maintaining the product correctly is with the end user. As service environments may differ markedly with each application, the level of care required may 
change and is solely the responsibility of the end user. The above data sheet is provided as an estimate of performance and life and is not a guarantee or warranty. © 2020, All Rights 
Reserved, Balmoral Engineering Pty Ltd.
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